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20th - 26th, June, 2022

Regarding the national budget 
speech for FY2022/23 by the 
Minister of finance planning 
and economic development, 
CSBAG and its members under 
the 2022 national budget 
month organized a CSO post-
budget dialogue on the 23rd 
of June 2022 to provide an 
opportunity for stakeholders 
to interrogate the financial 
year 2022/2023 government 

investment in public services 
and private sector growth in 
Uganda. 
The main purpose of this 
dialogue was to discuss the 
financial year 2022/2023 
budget priorities and their 
implication to the ordinary 
citizen, to provide a platform 
for the public to interrogate 
how it will impact private 
sector growth inclusive public 

service delivery, and the roles 
of citizens in monitoring the 
financial year national budget 
to ensure that citizens get 
services that are due to them 
in the right quantity and quality 
as per the approved budget.

USSIA as a Panelist at 
The CSO Post-Budget 
Dialogue.
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USSIA invited to the PSFU 
members’ representatives 
to fundamentals of business 
association’s management 
training.

On the 19th and 20th of June, PSFU organized members’ representatives 
in fundamentals of business associations management, and USSIA, KACITA, 
UMA, UNABCEC, AREA, AUTO, UCIFA, UFPEA, UWEAL, UNFFA, and among 
others were invited to a two days training at Golden tulip hotel.
During the training, Hon. Victoria Ssekitoleko emphasized that PSFU exists 
to support and ensure that member associations grow and thrive to do 
sustainable business.
This training was facilitated by the embassy of the Netherlands.
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Supporting Members in 
Bookkeeping, Compliance 
with Regulatory Bodies, 
Resource Mobilization, 
and Financial Linkages.

On the 22nd of June, USSIA together with the Uganda bankers’ 
association sponsored by GIZ organized a workshop at Golden 
courts hotel Arua city to support members in terms of bookkeeping, 

compliance with regulatory agencies, resources mobilization, and financial 
linkages. 
This will enable members to venture into clean energy to save the 
environment, improve the power shortage in the region, and reduce cost 
production through clean energy equipment and machinery.
This also led to the attraction of potential new members which will 
increase membership.



USSIA Attended a Workshop 
on The Commercialization 
and Licensing of Intellectual 
Property Rights.

Uganda USA is a party to the 
Trade-Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property rights 

(TRIPS) agreement administered by 
the World Trade Organization and is 
a member of the World Intellectual 
Property Organization (WIPO).  As 
such, Uganda is obligated to put in 
place an enabling legal framework 
for the promotion and protection 
of all intellectual property rights 
including industrial designs. On 
this note, USSIA was invited to 

a workshop at Piato restaurant 
that was organized by WIPO   on 
commercialization and licensing 
of intellectual property rights in 
cooperation with the government of 
Uganda and assistance from UNBS 
and this workshop was both physical 
and online. 
During the workshop, the intellectual 
property rights were discussed, the 
different forms, commercialization 
strategies, how one can market their 
IP, and valuation plus licensing of IP.
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UNBS Onsite Training for 
Manufacturers in The 
Food and Beverage in 
Luweero

On the 19th of June, USSIA together with the UNBS team organized 
an onsite training at Negonja Organics in Luweero and members 
were invited and discussed the quality and standards that are 

expected to be followed while manufacturing. This will help them grow 
their enterprises and also keep good hygiene practices as imposed by the 
UNBS. As USSIA, we believe this training will enable members to follow 
the standards and get UNBS certified. 
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USSIA hosted a business delegation from South Africa and 
the delegation discussed a potential partnership geared 
towards linking up Uganda’s small-scale industrialists with the 
opportunity to market, tap into technology transfer, access to 
market, raw materials, product-market linkages especially in 
the industries of wine breweries, juices, fruit drying, and other 
industrial value chains.

USSIA association participated in the East African Community 
(EAC) post-tax and budget dialogue under the theme: 
‘’Accelerating economic recovery and enhancing productive 
sectors for improved livelihood in the Jumuiya region.  Defining 
joint strategies for a faster recovery.
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USSIA organized a Power to Participate (P2P )validation meeting 
of the OCA at Mariaflo hotel in Masaka which consisted of the 
ZEC representatives in the presence of district officials, URSB, 
and URA and they were able to utilize the platform to voice the 
various related challenges they face.

On the 24th of June, USSIA organized Digital Marketing training 
for beneficiaries of the Skill-up Kampala Project and this was 
to equip them with basic knowledge and skills on how to use 
the internet and online-based digital technologies such as 
smartphones, and other digital media and platforms like social 
media  to promote their products and services.
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USSIA was invited to a stakeholder’s meeting in updating the 
main streaming guidelines for CUSP (clean energy) under GIZ 
in Gulu. The objective is to update the guidelines to bridge 
the loopholes in the previous one, and make them more users 
friendly and all-inclusive guidelines at all levels from policy, 
strategy, and implementation. USSIA has also participated 
in improving the new main streaming guidelines for CUSP 
renewable/ clean energy.

USSIA coordinator in charge of Rwenzori meets journalists from 
Kasese, Bundibugyo, Kabarole, and Bunyangabo districts at 
Kasese resort hotel to disseminate USSIA work in the region.


